Solution Brief
You Made the Move to VOIP

Congratulations! Now,
how reliable is your
internet connection?
Cloud-based applications have
tremendous appeal. Distributed access and lower cost are chief among
them. Voice over Internet Protocol
(VOIP) services is attractive for
similar reasons. VOIP services save
money, are highly flexible, and, in
many cases, multi-functional—often
including video conferencing.
These advancements can be a boon
for businesses of all sizes, but they
do put increasing reliance on internet
access. Your internet connection is
now more business critical than ever
before. On average, U.S. companies
experience network outages five
times per month—that’s 60 periods of
downtime each year! According to a

recent IHS study, outages cost more
than $700 Billion a year.
If you're using VOIP, you need
a reliable backup plan.

CellCast: Failover
It’s time for a reliable backup plan.
When you rely on the cloud for telephone, transactions, business-critical
services, and customer interactions,
the network becomes increasingly
important. Wireless network failover
has emerged as a leading technology to help cost-effectively minimize
the effect of network outages.
CellCast: Failover provides enterprise-class hardware and the most
reliable 24/7/365 service available.
While quality hardware is essential,
it’s the managed service that sets
Microspace apart. Our advanced
monitoring, control, and reporting

provide real benefits across any
enterprise network. 24/7 visibility of
your network means that connectivity or hardware issues are identified
immediately and resolved from
Microspace’s award-winning
Network Operations Center.

CellCast: Assist
If you're considering using an existing
router, firewall or SD-WAN solution
that supports a secondary network
path, CellCast provides the most
reliable and cost-effective solution
as a true secondary network. In
order to support your VOIP system
or other cloud-based applications
in this environment, CellCast: Assist
can be configured to provide a fully
managed secondary path. This helps
insure that your network is always
there when you need it.

Solution Brief: Avoiding a Failure
to Communicate
The folks at Johnson Realty Services have recently
expanded their service area to the entire tri-state area.
This expansion was possible largely on the strength of their
responsive customer service—for Johnson's clients and
their tenants. They've also recently contracted for a VOIP
solution across all of their locations.

Package Options
• Cradlepoint Enterprise Grade 4G Wireless Router
• Automatic failover-failback
• A variety of monthly pooled data plans
• Microspace network control monitoring, reporting
and support
• 24 and 36 month agreements available

Microspace: The Difference
The CellCast differentiator is our network management and
white glove support. Real-time status and health reporting
on each of our 4G-LTE routers back to our Network Operations Center in Raleigh, N.C., gives us the capability to react
quickly and effectively to keep your office connected.

A cold snap and storms have resulted in a significant
uptick in calls for both commercial and residential tenants.
It's also taken out the primary internet connection in three
of their locations.
Those offices haven't missed a beat thanks to CellCast:
FailOver. A fully-managed 4G router automatically took
over and tapped into Johnson's data pool to ensure calls—
and the rest of their cloud services—kept working. In a time
of high volume traffic, Johnson was able to maintain their
reputation for stellar service thanks to CellCast's seamless
failover. When the local ISP re-established service, the
systems reset automatically. True business continuity.

Beyond router and network status, each device can be
remotely accessed for security and firmware updates—
keeping your network up to date and secure.

Secure your backup plan with CellCast.
Call us today for a custom quotation.
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